




Winter is the 
season having the 
shortest days and 

the lowest average 
temperature. There 

are 3 winter 
month; December, 

January and 
February



Spring is one of the 
four temperate 

seasons, the 
transition period 

between winter and 
summer. Spring has 

3 months; March, 
April and May.

The nature is awake 
from long winter 

sleep. It is warm and 
pleasant in spring.



Summer is the 
bottest of the four 

seasons. It is the 
transmition period 

between spring 
and autumn. 

Summer has 3 
months; June, July 

and August.  



Autumn is know as 
fall in American 

English. It marks 
the transitions from 
summer into winter. 

Autumn has 3 
month; September, 

October and 
November.



In the fall leaves on trees start to change the color. From green they turn to reds, 
yellow, crimson. Look what multi-coloured wood happens in in the fall!



 Leaves change the color because with approach dawn upon the sun shines ever less, 
and they do not have not enough solar color to remain green.



One step at a time days become shorter, and nights longer. In the evening quickly 
starts to darken. Often by the end of walk in the street already at all it is dark.



Together with colds rains in the fall begin. Even more often it drizzles an autumn 
rain.



Impulses of a wind break yellow, crimson and lilac leaves which cover the ground 
with a motley carpet from trees..



One step at a time trees lose all leaves, their branches remain at all 
naked. There comes a late fall.



Recent in the fall the sun looks out seldom, days become cloudy. You see what dark sky on this 
picture?



 In the fall many birds depart on the south - to the warm countries. They depart 
because in the fall and in winter very cold, birds have nothing to eat - insects and 

plants - a grass and leaves of trees disappear.



In the fall animals start to prepare for winter.



 Many animals in the fall as well as people start ' to be warmed ' - their wool 
becomes more dense and is more fluffy. With such dense and fluffy wool they 

precisely will not freeze in winter.



 People reap a crop. In gardens and kitchen gardens.



A fall very beautiful season!




